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Windows CE 3.0 Application Programming helps you get beyond user interface programming and discover the behind-the-scenes operating system facilities that will let you make the most of the new features in Windows CE 3.0. 

This hot technology lets you control Pocket PCs, handheld PCs, and the embedded devices in hundreds of commercial products. Learn the lean and mean techniques that keep your programs humming on portable devices with limited memory, and the key data storage methods that make them possible. Master the communications protocols that keep Windows CE devices in contact with desktop computers and the Internet.
Windows CE 3.0 Application Programming presents programming for Pocket PC, handheld PC, and embedded devices.

In addition: 

Build and run applications in Visual C++ 6.0 and eMbedded Visual C++ 3.0

Use the Windows CE API and Microsoft Foundation Classes 

Communicate via HTTP, TCP/IP, sockets, remote access, and telephony

Access standard Windows CE databases and Microsoft SQL Server for Windows CE

Interface between desktop systems and Windows CE devices

Windows CE 3.0 Application Programming is for serious developers with real programming experience. Besides familiarity with Windows CE devices and general Windows API programming, a basic knowledge of C and C++ is needed to understand the code samples. 
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Sun Certified Enterprise Architect for J2EE Study Guide (Exam 310-051)McGraw-Hill, 2003
100% Complete Coverage—All official test objectives for the Enterprise  Architect for J2EE exam are covered in detail

Hands-on Exercises—Step-by-step instructions modeled after classroom labs

Exam Watch—Warnings based on thorough post-exam research identifying the most  troublesome exam topics and how to answer...
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AutoCAD 2013 and AutoCAD LT 2013: No Experience Required (Autodesk Official Training Guides)Sybex, 2012

	The ideal introductory resource for Autodesk's powerful architectural design software


	With this hands-on guide, you'll learn how to plan, develop, document, and present a complete AutoCAD project by working on summer cabin--a fun practice project that runs throughout the book. You can follow each step sequentially or...
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Joe Celko's Trees and Hierarchies in SQL for SmartiesMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
In my book SQL For Smarties 2nd edition (Morgan-Kaufmann, 2000),
I wrote a chapter on a programming technique for representing trees and
hierarchies in SQL as nested sets. This technique has become popular enough
that I have spent almost every month since SQL For Smarties was released
explaining the technique in Newsgroups and...
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Neo4j Graph Data ModelingPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design efficient and flexible databases by optimizing the power of Neo4j


	About This Book

	
		Model your data as a graph using Neo4j to design databases with minimum hassle
	
		Discover new patterns using graphs and solve problems that are difficult to solve using any other database
	...
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Photoshop Elements 2 Most WantedFriends of Ed, 2003

	All the most common and popular uses of Adobe Photoshop Elements 2 have been brought together in one volume. Each section provides a useful guide to techniques, a summary of the tools used and several step-by-step projects to clearly demonstrate each effect. There's also a wealth of tips and tricks to help you get the most out of this...
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Unlocking Dynamical Diversity: Optical Feedback Effects on Semiconductor LasersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Applications of semiconductor lasers with optical feedback systems are driving rapid developments in theoretical and experimental research. The very broad wavelength-gain-bandwidth of semiconductor lasers combined with frequency-filtered, strong optical feedback create the tunable, single frequency laser systems utilised in telecommunications,...
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